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this lamentable lag, will continue, and that the friction, the hitches
and the local and sporadic confusion will be aggravated as the scale
of the business grows, unless new efforts are made to lift the whole
process to a higher and more efficient bask of organisation and
production. That is broadly what I venture to submit -to the
House. The Prime Minister told us the other day, and my right
hon. Friend the Minister for the Co-ordination of Defence dwelt
on the point in his very patient and persuasive speech this evening,
that we were engaged on a five-year plan of rearmament which
had only now reached its third year. There is something in that,
but it is by no means a complete and satisfactory answer. What
relation has this British five-year plan to the facts of to-day ?
That is the question. Do the Government suppose that other
nations are not expanding too ? They say we are in the third year
of our five-year plan, but the Germans are in the third year of
their four-year plan.
What is the relevance of these plans to our actual needs f They
are no guarantee of safety or adequacy. It is no use comparing
what we have actually got at any given moment with what a plan
says we ought to have. It is only useful to compare what we
have got with what other people have got and with what we may
need. So the only test which can be trusted is our ability from
month to month to meet the dangers to which we are exposed.
Everything is lagging many months behind. Consequently the
entire situation for which the original plan was prepared, even
assuming that it was properly measured against it, is now altogether
changed. More than ever there is a need to establish without
delay one supreme controlling authority over the whole field of
supply and over the whole process of interweaving munitions
supply with the vital trade of the nation.
I explained elaborately to the House in May the existing
machinery as it was unfolded to us by the statement of the Minister,
and particularly by that of Lord Zetland in another place. It is
a plan, a method, a machinery of which we can only say that it
is fearfully and wonderfully made.
Perhaps I may explain, in answer to a retort to me some time
ago, the difference between these advisory deliberative committees
and the council committees under the Ministry of Munitions which
were found effective during the War—at the end of the War. The
Munitions Council presided over seventy branches of munitions
supplies, divided into ten or twelve groups, each of which was
represented by a councillor. Consequently, it was possible to deal
expeditiously with any problem of production and demand, merely

